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Writing isn’t simply a way we reach others. It is a dialogue with ourselves. Finding a 

tone to talk with begins with finding one that seems right to and for us. Talking to 

others begins with ‘talking to yourself’ and with ‘being yourself in talking’.  

 

At this point we are set on a tricky journey, a pot-holing exploration of our own 

personalities via our characteristic ways of using words. We are discovering our 

mind’s favourite movements in approaching events, in making manageable shapes out 

of experience. These movements are likely to be expressed by the repeated use of the 

same images, by the same kinds of stress at similar points, by certain favourite words. 

From these, one can quite soon make a rough cut-out of the shape of one’s mind, and 

one will probably be surprised at its simplicity, at the way one uses a few words like 

incantations or flags to be saluted—which shows that our thought is not pliant 

enough.  

 

That kind of examination is relatively easy. One can go on and find worse. One can 

find oneself using a range of stylistic tricks or tics—insertions, conjunctions, pauses, 

exclamations, saving clauses, false loadings—which are insurances, water- wings, 

crutches, face-savers, hedging of bets, playing safe. Almost any of them can be used 

properly as signs that we are aware of other points of view, of qualifications. It’s the 

over-use, or the special use at certain points, which makes the difference. Here are 

some common English examples: ‘in one sense’, ‘in a way’, ‘perhaps’, ‘of course’, ‘it 

is precisely’, ‘we all know’, ‘naturally’, ‘I realise that’, ‘I suppose ‘, ‘in some 

respects’. There are dozens of ways of trying (more often than not unconsciously) to 

forestall criticism, to protect oneself on all fronts, by means of stylistic devices, 

dozens of ways of cutting corners, dozens of intellectual and emotional evasions. Our 

nerve has failed and we are implicitly saying to the reader: ‘don’t hit me and I won’t 

hit you,’ or ‘you scratch my back and I’ll scratch yours.’ By these batteries of 

favourite words and phrases we project desirable images of ourselves, but we 

recognise them in our writing even less, I think, than in our speech or our face-to-face 

styles and gestures with others. The seams of self-protection are layers thick, but it’s 

possible, with an effort, to get past many of them. 

  

It follows that when we are in difficulties during writing of this kind, we are likely to 

be avoiding ourselves as much as others. When we start cutting corners we are 

avoiding the risk—then felt to be high—of stumbling on some truth about ourselves. 

So it is we who get the biggest shocks. We discover that some of the most ‘telling’  

—there’s another of those concentrated, exact everyday images: ‘telling’ means ‘that 

counts ‘—elements in our character were unknown to us (though, we realise quickly, 

less unknown to others). Or at least, though they were in a sense known to us, they 

were not faced until, in the effort to write better, we came up against the strength of 

their resistance. To discover one of these qualities and face it is, in my experience, as 
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difficult as to realise for the first time that people talk about us in our absence, and as 

strange and surprising as it is to discover what they say.  

 

After a while connections, relationships one simply had not known, begin to appear. I 

remember the first time I realised how often I expressed righteous indignation; and 

then realised that my ways of doing it were legacies from Methodist chapel rhetoric. I 

remember, too, the moment when recurrent passages made me see that I felt 

especially easy with elderly women; and went on to recognise the connection between 

that and being brought up by my grandmother and spending a lot of time alone with 

her in the evenings.  

 

I remember, also, becoming suspicious of my own suspicion of authority in almost 

any form. That kind of movement in my mind, the change in the pressure of my 

writing at such moments, was too obvious to ignore. It may at first sound a laudable 

quality, very much on the side of the angels. But it can be no more taken for granted 

than anything else one discovers about oneself. It was easy, from some events in my 

life, to see how such an attitude towards authority could have developed: it 

presumably had the same origin as an over-quickness to react against being cut out, 

against a door shutting while one was still outside, so that one heard chatter and what 

seemed very assured laughter from inside. A poor childhood, being orphaned, 

receiving municipal charity, adults overheard talking about one as an object: all these 

could have built it up. But the feeling was and still is so strong, and so much like a 

resentment, that I am ashamed of it and do not feel the explanations I have just given 

are adequate. But I am unable to go much further with explanations at present. I guess 

it will be difficult to trace this knot of resentment to its sources, and that if and when I 

do get there it may reveal some basic limitation in the cast of my mind: something not 

fully explained or justified by childhood experiences, something which takes away 

my freedom to regard the attitude as laudable, a democratic stand against 

authoritarianism. It is, I already think, a disability, a blanking-out of some of my 

responses, because it allows me to dismiss too easily many different attitudes in 

others. I am not at all suggesting that I ought to learn to ‘respect authority’. I am 

saying that I believe the quickness, the lack of qualification and the pleasure in 

rejecting it—and the easily available rhetoric to express that rejection—seem to 

indicate an insensitivity, a dead area, in part of the mind.  

 

Towards others there can be, in writing, a false candour by which one thinks of all 

possible weaknesses in oneself and puts them down ‘frankly’. It is a further deception. 

Perhaps people will assume we have risen above the fault when we have done no 

more than point at it. Perhaps we will even kid ourselves in that way. ‘All censure of a 

man’s self is oblique praise. It is in order to show how much he can spare,’ said Dr 

Johnson. True, very often. But not always; and without taking the risk we may miss a 

lot.  

 

In the end there are few successful evasions. There is no shield: not the shield of 

‘form’ which the literary-social critic has, nor the shield of an academic discipline’s 

formal approaches, nor the technical language which a social scientist has. We are all 

of us, in the end, exposed in our language, whatever our particular field of work. 

‘Every man’s work, whether it be literature or music or pictures or architecture or 

anything else, is always a portrait of himself,’ Samuel Butler said in The Way of All 

Flesh, and he was right.  
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So the business is difficult, but yet, one can be sure, worth-while. When one is getting 

quite deep down, when one’s apparently irreparable inadequacies have begun to show 

and so one’s irremovable limits, when one is—in a sense one had not so much felt the 

force of before—face to face with oneself, that is at first depressing. But it is also—

well, what word can I use? What word is possible in English that will not sound 

inflated? ‘Liberating’ is in some ways right but too grand to be usable. So one has to 

say simply that, when one has got used to the recurring shocks of self-discovery, the 

process seems all right, worth going on with. At the least it is a relief: one does not 

have to pretend any More, even to oneself, about some things.  

 

It’s a double process. At the same time one is trying to learn more about one’s own 

personality below the disguises offered by its defences and one is also trying to find a 

style to express it. One feels a sort of isolation, a referring of everything back to 

oneself, which is not particularly pleasant. Yet we have to go that way if we are to 

speak to others better. We have to go that way so as to find a style both for 

‘expressing ourselves’ and for being ‘in touch with’ others.  

 

It’s difficult to know how far we can alter our styles by taking thought. To a great 

extent our styles are us and we had best make the best of them: in two senses—put up 

with them and bring out the best in them. To wish otherwise is like a small man trying 

to pretend he’s tall. When I was young I used to wish I could acquire a full, flowing 

style-which was like the illusions one had singing opera in the bath. I wanted a long 

syntactical breath with lots of runs, contrasts, juxtapositions, ambiguities, interlacing, 

all with subtle variations of length and pace and tone and stress. I realised later that 

my style doesn’t by nature have a long line but moves by putting together short and 

idiomatic units, which may owe something to being brought up in a society which 

talked rather than read, talked in short periods, and used many concrete metaphors. I 

wish I could carry better in writing the force of that tradition in speech. Few people 

have managed to do so without being anecdotal or folksy.  

 

 

Intelligent Laymen  

Still, we write for others as well as for ourselves. But who are the others we are trying 

to get in touch ‘with? Turn around one of those old phrases I’ve quoted before, look at 

it from another angle, and ask again: ‘Who do you think you’re talking to anyway? ‘In 

all those ‘we all…’ and those ‘we know, of course…’ and those ‘we should more 

often…’, what grounds are there for the sociable contract implied in the very use of 

the word ‘we’? It’s a cosy word, not by any means so easily accessible to, or 

necessarily admired by, writers in some other societies. Who makes up the ‘we’? Is it 

‘the intellectuals’? In Britain that doesn’t sound right. It suggests a role for 

intellectuals, and relations with the intellectual life, that aren’t true to the pattern of 

things here. Anyway, though it might in the abstract seem rather good to think of 

oneself as ‘speaking to the intellectuals’, the phrase suggests too much a closed group 

or clan.  

 

Is one trying to speak to ‘one’s own generation’? A strange phrase, that, and itself an 

intellectual’s phrase, a standing- outside and making-patterns phrase. The first time I 

heard it used by a member of ‘my own generation’ it gave me a, slight shock. It 

suggested a set of relationships and a placing in time which—though I found them 

neither off-putting nor particularly attractive—I simply had not thought of before: a 
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sense of life as a going-along towards the end of our short period on the earth in a 

wide horizontal phalanx, within ‘one’s generation’, chatting all the way, no doubt 

with odd looks forward and back, but generally moving forward within one’s 

generation-band. A strange, interesting thought, though it does not greatly fit my own 

sense of whom I think I’m writing to. Still, to some extent the idea of one’s generation 

as the people who most ought to be reached, since one has shared experiences, must 

be involved.  

 

Then there is the ‘intelligent layman’ and all the variants on that idea, here and 

abroad: the ‘saving remnant’, the ‘common reader’ (not the same, but none of the 

phrases are synonymous—cultural differences and historical changes prevent that), or 

the French grand public cultivé (one can play with that phrase for ages, and bring out 

some key differences between France and Britain). For me, the ‘intelligent layman’ is 

best. It moves quite a number of British writers even now, is embedded in British 

attitudes to a depth we do not always realise, and tells a lot about one main quality of 

the British tradition.  

 

It means people who are not necessarily, while they are engaged in reading, practising 

a specialism; people who are interested outside their specialism or may not have a 

specialism at all; people who are interested in ideas and the play of the imagination 

outside the demands of their jobs and professional ambitions, and outside their 

domestic lives; people who read because they have an ineradicable feeling that it 

matters to do so. Some such people are bound to be intellectuals, or the definitions of 

both ‘intellectual’ and ‘intelligent laymen’ have become too rigid; and they include 

professional people. But it is a disposition of mind we are talking about, not a matter 

of training or family background. The phrase points, most strikingly of all, to the 

existence of people who, though not ‘intellectuals’ in the usual senses (in other ways 

they may be true intellectuals), are able—perhaps by making themselves able rather 

than through their formal education—to read and think and respond, to be engaged. 

During the last war Arthur Koestler wrote a striking essay about what he called ‘the 

anxious corporals’ —they were the intelligent laymen in uniform. The war mixed us 

all up and the Armed Services, not rich intellectual pastures, made such people seek 

each other out. So some highly-educated people discovered that intelligent laymen 

exist, though in peacetime they would hardly have come across them. They still exist, 

but the pressures to compartmentalise training and taste lead us to forget them.  

 

Or is all this a will-o’-the-wisp, a remnant in my case from years of Workers’ 

Educational Association and extension-class teaching; or, even further back, a 

romantic projection from the existence of those rare but impressive self-educated 

working-men one met many years ago? Still, others have the feeling too. Where does 

it come from, the sense that such an audience exists, such a group (which never meets 

but in another sense is in permanent session via books, occasional broadcasts, some 

concerts)? Below it, what are the sources of that powerful sense that a society is or 

should be a community, have a kind of unity: a sense which crosses classes and other 

divisions, crosses particularly the divisions implied in the very use of such phrases as 

‘the intellectuals’, let alone ‘the masses’? What is the origin of this sense that a 

society ought to be able to talk to itself as a whole, should not all the time, and need 

not all the time, be divided; and of the sense that, in spite of all the great and maybe 

increasing obstacles, it is still just possible in Britain to talk like that?  
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It is, as I’ve said, a notion very deeply embedded in British culture. For all their 

differences, the manners used by many of those social critics who have written about 

the impact of industrialism for nearly two centuries—say, from Coleridge to 

Lawrence-have much in common. They are talkative, as one individual to another, 

personal, direct, particular. They assume and imply that the intelligent layman exists, 

and they talk as one human being to another. And yet, one comes back to the question 

again: does it really survive, this sort of audience; or is it an out-of-date idea hung 

onto by slightly off-centre intellectuals, their equivalent of that myth of Britain’s 

present international importance held by those barristers I mentioned in my first 

lecture? Certainly the idea gets a lot more lip-service than genuine service. It involves 

not only the assumption that one should try to talk to people outside one’s specialism: 

it implies also that—provided specialist technicalities are removed—many readers 

can take as much as most of us can give; it involves, therefore, recognising that to 

write in this way (to call it either ‘popularisation’ or haute vulgarisation is implicitly 

to patronise) is not a matter of writing down, of taking our dense and powerful truths, 

adding water and serving with a few pally gestures. It is much more a matter of 

recognising the extent to which many of our professional languages are unnecessary 

and defensive: recognising that it is we who have first to work hard so that, if we are 

lucky, we may write in a way which is equal to the new opportunities.  

 

Full-time academics, with a few remarkable exceptions, were never much interested 

in the intelligent layman, and still today most academics who do agree to speak to 

people outside their professionalism do so with too little thought about what is 

involved: they often reduce and vulgarise the substance of what they have to say so 

that one detects an underlying—well, ‘contempt’ would be too harsh a word, but 

‘belittling’ is not. One can hardly expect them to recognise, therefore, that some of the 

people who have tried to grapple as professional broadcasters with these problems—

and in very hard situations, under the pressure to compete for mass audiences —are 

men who cared that ideas should be made as available as possible without 

unnecessary obscurity or dilution, and who realised that what seems an amorphous 

mass is always less than its constituent parts; and so have re-created for themselves 

the idea of the intelligent layman.  

 

There are trickier problems. From time to time one meets individuals who seem to be 

convinced in their bones that the idea of a society talking to itself, whole, is a 

delusion; that a society doesn’t work that way, and can’t; and they personally 

wouldn’t want it to. They believe those are not the terms of life but that we are all, 

finally, alone. An unwarmed attitude, not very pleasant, sardonic . . . but maybe right, 

after all. Certainly not everyone wants to be friends, to be in touch; and some of those 

people are the most intelligent among us.  

 

So it is one thing to feel there is a possible audience, quite another to be in touch with 

it in that true-to-yourself-and-to-others way I described earlier. Not that there is a 

shortage of apparently usable tones for writing in English. There are a great many off-

the-peg tones. All of them, unless they arc remade for our own person and voice, are 

barriers. Barriers between us and our material, our experience; barriers between us 

and our readers; barriers between us and those parts of our personality we need to 

reach down to. They are smooth, they are easily picked up, they can give us a range of 

pleasantly acceptable images of ourselves. And they are all useless if not fought for. 

They all implicitly assert staggeringly assured but unproven relationships. So that 
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sometimes, after stumbling along trying to find one’s own style and falling again and 

again into those of others, like a tired walker hampered by falling into other men’s 

tracks, one finds oneself wishing for a totally neutral style, which assumes no 

relationship at all with anyone outside.  

 

As so often, there is a paradox here. Many tones in English are intimate in one sense. 

Most of the tones within which literary criticism is conducted, though not personal in 

a person-to-person sense, are enclosed and known, full of unexamined ideas about 

intellectual modes and contacts. The result is that a close-up intimacy itself, because it 

has been too easily assumed, distances us. It becomes an invisible but impenetrable 

film; it separates both the writer and the reader from the shock of the experience being 

written about. Most easily reachable tones, no matter how sophisticated they may 

seem, neuter or reduce experience by distancing it and framing it. They cut it down, 

thin it out, so that it fits the assumptions carried within the tone about the limits of the 

permissible, emotionally.  

 

 

A Sense of Ourselves 

‘The limits of the permissible, emotionally' -there is a whole new element there: the 

emotional inhibitions of British writing today. Learning to write with that more direct 

relationship to our experience and to our readers which I described at the start means 

that we must at times be personal, and at times personal about matters which are 

strongly emotional. In itself this is difficult. But the lack of suitable tones to express 

emotion, or rather, the excess of tones which seem designed to mute emotion, makes 

things harder. Even worse, because we are so used to denying or tailoring emotion, it 

is difficult to know when our emotions are genuine. That must be got through, 

because the main point of trying to offer—as directly as we can—some experiences 

from our own emotional life is so as to imply, not ‘Aren’t I interesting and sensitive?’ 

but: ‘This particular personal experience seems to have more than a personal 

meaning.’ To this, one of the most important aspects of this kind of writing, the 

reactions of some people can be sharp. Some people resist any attempt to elicit from 

them even a small measure of fellow- feeling, as though that would knock them off a 

perch they have made the better to view the world from an emotional distance. For 

people like that, one of the worst weaknesses is to let your emotional shirt- flaps 

show.  

 

Such criticism helps—far more than praise—to define the limits and the disciplines in 

this sort of writing. So do the more qualified reactions of those people, less driven by 

a personal edge, who are nevertheless wary of a discursive trading in the emotions 

because they feel it is usually safer to meet on more testable ground. They remind 

those of us who are literary that we have a tendency to overcharge our material, to 

turn every face-to- face anecdote into a highlighted novelistic cameo, and in our 

writing to sell short the effort needed to make personal experiences exchangeable, to 

think we can bring out their representativeness by a rhetorical sleight of hand, 

smuggling them in on their ‘interestingness’. All this, they rightly suspect, distorts. 

They think that if we come to writing in the attempt to share feelings, we will produce 

inflated stuff and be rightly mistrusted.  

 

Very useful, but it does not prove that the main effort is not worth-while: the effort to 

write with and read with a more direct relationship to our emotional experiences. The 
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relations between thought and feeling are not well made in Britain today, and not only 

in British writing. That so many styles and tones are ways of shielding us from the 

impact of making those links has, no doubt, a long and complicated history. But it is 

time we altered, in all sorts of ways—and looking at our manners of writing is one. 

This gap affects all parts of our society. It can be seen most obviously in many of the 

decisions made by public authorities about social issues, about housing, medicine, 

education, the environment generally. Below these obvious examples of emotional 

undernourishment lie more difficult and deep-seated questions about the effects of 

that lack on our private lives.  

 

But why should one assume that one’s personal experiences can ever have more than 

a personal meaning? That conviction is sometimes strong; but what proof can there be 

of the ‘validity’, ‘significance’. ‘truth’, ‘representativeness’ of the experiences? None, 

I think, in the end. We look at our own lives, we find ourselves returning to some 

occasions in them, because they seem to have, like what Virginia Woolf called 

‘moments’, a symbolic force, to be ‘telling incidents’. We feel also that they probably 

tell something about other people’s lives in this kind of society, here and now. And 

we begin to move, gingerly, to make contact across the gaps. ‘The whole effort of a 

sincere man is to erect hi personal impressions into universal laws’: maybe it only 

seems to have been easier for Rémy de Gourmont to say that than it is for us.  

 

There is no final security. We may feel ‘in our bones’ that a moment is ‘true’, 

‘representative’ and all the rest. And we may write about it as exactly as we can. At 

the end we may have one of those rare moments of satisfaction when we feel quite 

sure it is true etc. Five minutes later we are wondering whether that experience wasn’t 

just as subjective as any other, and quite non-significant. It may have felt different 

from other experiences; it may have seemed to command assent beyond the needs of 

our own personality. But perhaps it was, after all, only a more complex echo from our 

own cultural armoury and our own basic mental patterns. All this underlines yet again 

how exposed one, is in writing of this kind. This is no loss. One has to face the 

difficulty, I would say the impossibility, of proof or assurance of truth in the exchange 

of experience, but one can come out reinforced in a sense of the importance of 

assuming it is so, of acting ‘as if’.  

 

I have been talking about getting straighter with oneself in writing, the better to talk to 

others. Yet are we thinking of others when we are actually writing, when we are 

drawing on personal experience and trying to make sense of it? And if we do think we 

are writing for others, why do we do so? To persuade them? To be admired? I expect 

most of us would answer yes to both those questions. But if we take one more step, 

and ask ourselves whether we want to persuade our readers to our point of view, or 

want their admiration, at the expense of what we think is the truth of what we are 

saying, then I think most of us would answer no. So finally we are not, in any of the 

obvious senses, writing for others. We hope they will listen, but are prepared to lose 

them in the last resort.  

 

If this way of looking at the matter is correct, then we write first for ourselves, for a 

more secure sense of ourselves, so as to hold steady a bit more of experience, so as to 

feel less swayed all ways by the flow of experience. It is here that ‘the others’ come 

in, this time with more importance. Most of us would hate finally to feel alone. That, 

too, is part of the emptiness of experience. So it becomes part of the purpose of 
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writing to close that emptiness a bit, to feel more securely — past simple assertions or 

crying down the wind — that we are not alone. We hope that this effort, this sort of 

exploring, will help us reach more convincing ways of speaking to each other. It is 

therefore true in the end to say that part of the purpose of writing is to reach others: 

not to sell them anything or persuade them, but to be quite simply in touch. It follows 

that we best speak to others when we forget them and concentrate on trying to be 

straight towards our experience, in the hope that honestly seen experience becomes 

exchangeable. At this point the two themes — speaking to yourself and speaking to 

each other — come together. They are not two directions; they are one and 

inextricable. 


